Domegneaux Sees La. as French Education Center

Lafayette CODOFIL Unit Formed as State's Sixth

250 Heard 'Grand Vis. ions of Movement'

Document: DOMEGNIEUX, La. — Louisiana could become the country center for French education within a relatively few years, according to James Domegneaux, chairman of the Council for the Development of French in Louisiana.

Domegneaux made the statement before a crowd of about 250 who gathered for the organizational meeting of the Lafayette Parish Chapter of CODOFIL.

Third Annual Convention of Codofil Is Scheduled

U.S., Foreign Delegates Will Converse on Unicef

Promotion of French in Louisiana Is Aim

LAFAYETTE, La. — Delegates from three French-speaking areas of the world are expected to attend the third state convention of the Council for the Development of French in Louisiana (CODOFIL).

The convention, to be held Saturday and Sunday on the campus of Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge, will be sponsored by the Council for the Development of French in Louisiana (CODOFIL). The convention is expected to draw 500 delegates from three French-speaking areas of the world: Canada, France, and Belgium.

The main speakers at the convention will be Jean Lemaire, the French-speaking mayor of Sint-Truiden, Belgium; and Francis E. Dussault, the French-speaking mayor of Saint-Tropez, France. Other speakers at the convention will include René Malouin, the French-speaking mayor of Saint-Paul, Canada; and Michel Regnault, the French-speaking mayor of Saint-Paul, France.
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